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Abstract
We study the structure of the elementary excitations and their propagation in chiral hybrid structure,
comprising an array of two-level systems (TLSs) coupled to a one-dimensional photonic waveguide.
The chirality is achieved via spin-locking effect, which in an ideal case gives perfect unidirectional
excitation transport. We show that the application of transverse magnetic ﬁeld which mixes the
corresponding levels in TLS results in the emergence of the slow light mode in the photonic spectrum.
Finally, we demonstrate the protocols of writing the signal to the slow light mode as well as reading it
out with ultrashort optical pulses, which opens new avenues for the realization of optical memory
devices based on chiral optical systems.

1. Introduction
Physics of systems with chirality is one of the current trends in modern science. In condensed matter the paragon
example of the chiral system is represented by one-dimensional edge states forming in the regime of the
quantum Hall effect [1] where chirality appears due to the breaking of the time inversion symmetry provided by
the application of the external magnetic ﬁeld. Besides, non-trivial topology of the bulk electronic structure
related to the presence of strong spin–orbit interaction [2] can also result in the formation of gapless edge modes,
which make the surface or interface of the material conducting, while leaving the interior insulating. This
happens in the class of materials known as topological insulators [3]. In the domain of photonics, chiral edge
states appear in photonic crystals with engineered Berry curvature of the photonic bands, photonic analogs of
Hall effect [4–6] and topological insulators [7–10]. Effects of non-trivial topology were reported in the wide
frequency range, from radio to optical frequencies [11].
Hybrid light–matter coupled systems can present certain advantages with respect to purely photonic or
purely material ones. Indeed, in the regime of strong coupling these systems can support hybrid excitations
known as polaritons. The typical example of the geometry where polaritons emerge is planar microcavity
consisting of a pair of dielectric Bragg mirrors and one or several quantum wells with excitonic transition in
resonance with cavity mode [12]. The presence of the photonic component in cavity polaritons make them
robust against decoherence, while the material component is responsible for efﬁcient polariton–polariton
interactions leading to the pronounced nonlinear response [13]. Besides, it is possible to tune the system by
application of external electric and magnetic ﬁelds [14]. This opens the possibility to engineer analogs of
topological insulators based on polariton superlattices, where band inversion is achieved due to the interplay of
the Zeeman splitting of the excitons induced by external magnetic ﬁeld and TE–TM splitting of the conﬁned
photons [15–17].
On the other hand, there exists another simple and prospective way to organize chiral light–matter coupling
based on employment of transverse spin angular momentum of light (SAM), which has recently attracted
signiﬁcant research interest [18, 19]. For 2d evanescent electromagnetic modes, e.g. surface plasmon polaritons,
non-zero optical SAM density emerges due to the π/2 phase shift between the electric ﬁeld projections onto the
interface plane and to its normal [20]. Transverse character of electromagnetic waves leads to the spin-momentum
© 2018 The Author(s). Published by IOP Publishing Ltd on behalf of Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft
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Figure 1. Schematic image of a TLS array over a chiral photonic waveguide.

locking: SAM projection is deﬁned by the propagation direction of light [21, 22]. This effect represents optical
analog of spin–orbit coupling and can be used in a variety of applications related to nanooptomechanics [23–25],
topological photonics [26], electromagnetic routing [27], electromagnetically assisted unidirectional spin
transfer [28].
It was recently suggested that SAM of conﬁned electromagnetic modes propagating in quasi 1D ﬁbers can be
used for the engineering of quantum information networks of next generation [29, 30]. The proposed geometry
consisted from regular one-dimensional array of two-level systems (TLSs), atoms or quantum dots placed on the
surface of the ﬁber and resonantly coupled to the evanescent mode propagating in it (see ﬁgure 1(a)). The
current state of technology allows fabrication of these kind of systems [31] and monitoring of their physical
properties such as Bragg reﬂection spectrum [32, 33]. Transport of the collective excitations in these kind of
systems will in focus of the present paper. We will consider both coupling of the ﬁber mode to regular array of
discrete emitters and to a continuous 1D media which can be represented by e.g. semiconductor quantum wire
or organic polymer chain placed on the surface of the photonic ﬁber (see ﬁgure 1(b)).

2. The model
We start from the Hamiltonian Ĥ for the TLS array coupled to the photonic bath:
Hˆ = Hˆ phot + Hˆ TLS + Hˆ c ,

(1)

where the ﬁrst term corresponds to the Hamiltonian of the chiral photonic reservoir:
Hˆ phot = - iv

ò dx [jˆ (R) † (x ) ¶x jˆ (R) (x ) - jˆ (L) † (x ) ¶x jˆ (L) (x )],

(2)

where ĵ is the annihilation operator of the photonic mode, (R, L) deﬁne the mode polarization, and v is the
mode velocity. Such type of the Hamiltonian can be realized in a number of systems: for example, it can be an
edge of a photonic topological insulator [34]. Alternatively, this could be any guided mode in a one-dimensional
waveguide—in this case the polarization index deﬁnes the direction of the optical SAM [35]. The mode velocity v
is ﬁxed and set to 2c 3, where c is the speed of light in vacuum, which is a typical value for this kind of systems.
The Hamiltonian of the TLS array Hˆ TLS is given by
Hˆ TLS =

å

j , s= (R, L )

(R ) (L )
(L ) (R )
W^ å [Sˆ+, j Sˆ-, j + Sˆ+, j Sˆ-, j ] ,

(3)

j

where summation is taken over the TLSs position j, Ŝ are the spin operators satisfying the standard commutation
relations, and Ω⊥ is proportional to the effective transverse magnetic ﬁeld which mixes two polarizations. In the
calculations, ò is set to 1 eV, and Ω⊥ is varying from 0 to 1 meV. The coupling Hamiltonian Hˆ c is given by
⎡ (R)
Hˆ c = WR å ⎣⎢Sˆx , j
j

⎤

ò dxjˆ (R) (x ) y*j (x ) + Sˆx,j ò dxjˆ (L) (x ) y*j (x ) + h.c.⎦⎥,
(L )

where ΩR is the characteristic coupling strength which is set to 0.5 meV, and ψj(x) is the two-level system
2
2
wavefunction which can be approximated by yj (x ) = (2pL )-1 2e-(x - x j ) 2L , where L is the effective TLS
dimension (set to 10 nm in the calculation). We then move to the mean ﬁeld approximation and further treat
j( R, L) and Ŝ as complex-valued functions. It should be noted, that in the case when ò?Ω⊥, ΩR the rotating
wave approximation may be used. Within this approximation, we neglect the amplitude jL (if it was initially
absent) and obtain equations of motions using the Heisenberg equation. In the dimensionless units
t=(ΩR/ÿ)t, x=x/(vÿ/ΩR) the equations read
2

(4)
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i

i
¶Sz(R, j )
¶t

¶j (R)
¶j (R)
+i
=
¶t
¶x

¶S-(R, j)
¶t

= - Sz(R, j )

(

= - Im S-(R, j)
i

å S-(R,j) (t ) yj (x ) ,

(5)

j

ò dxj(R) (x ) yj (x ) - WSz,j S-,j ,
(R ) (L )

(6)

ò dxj(R)*(x ) yj (x )) - W Im S-,j S-,j *,
(R ) (L )

¶S-(L, j)
¶t

(7)

= -WSz(L, j) S-(R, j),

(8)

¶Sz(L, j)

= -W Im S-(L, j) S-(R, j) *,
(9)
¶t
where Ω are normalized to ΩR. The equation of motion for Sˆ+, j is omitted since these quantities can be directly
obtained from the relation S-, jS+, j + Sz2, j = 1 4.
It is also instructive to move to the continuous limit by changing Sj to S(x) and å j S-, jyj (x ) to

r ò dxS-(x ) y (x - x ¢) where ρ is the TLS concentration. We also apply the approximation of an inﬁnitely
narrow kernel y (x - x ¢) = L d (x - x ¢). Then the equations (5)–(9) transform into
¶j (R)
¶j (R)
+i
= rS-(R) (t ) ,
¶t
¶x

(10)

¶S-(R)
= - Sz(R) j (R) (x ) - WSz(R) S-(L ),
¶t

(11)

¶Sz(R)
= - Im (S-(R) j (R) *) - W Im S-(R) S-(L, j) *,
¶t

(12)

¶S-(L )
= -WSz(L ) S-(R),
¶t

(13)

¶Sz(L )
= -W Im S-(L ) S-(R) *.
¶t

(14)

i
i

i

It is important to note that for zero magnetic ﬁeld Ω=0 the equations coincide with Maxwell–Bloch
equations describing propagation of optical pulses in two-level media where there are well known self induced
transparency (SIT) soliton, [36–38]. Indeed, in this case the problem can be formulated in terms of amplitudes of
wavefunctions corresponding to the upper v1 and the lower v2 levels such that
S-(R) = iv1 v2* exp (2ixt )

Sz(R) =

1
(∣v1∣2 - ∣v2∣2 ).
2

The equations for the amplitudes of the wavefunctions and the photonic ﬁeld have the form
1
ev2,
2

(15)

1
e *v1,
2

(16)

¶t v1 = - ixv1 +
¶t v2 = ixv1 +

¶x e = 2(v1 v2*) ,

(17)
r

where e = j exp (-2ixt ) is the new photonic ﬁeld, τ=t−x is the new time, y = 2 x is the scaled coordinate
and ξ is the parameter accounting for the detuning of the photon ﬁeld from the resonance of the two-level
system.
The equations (15), (16) are Zakharov–Shabat equations [39] and the system (15)–(17) has a soliton solution [40]
v1 = - sech (2bh ) cos (q ) exp (ixh ) ,

(18)

v2 = sinh (2bt + iq ) sech (2bh ) exp (ixh ) ,

(19)

e = 4b sech (2bh )) ,

(20)
cos2 q
y . In SIT solitons the optical ﬁeld
4b 2

where β is the amplitude of the soliton, θ=−atan(ξ/β) and h = t excites the TLS but then return it exactly to the ground state. So SIT solitons are very different from the optical
soliton appearing because of nonlinear modiﬁcation of the refractive index of the propagation medium (solitons
in nonlinear Schrödinger equation, NLS solitons). The fact that the optical ﬁeld must return the two-level

3
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Figure 2. Spatial-temporal spectral representation of the ﬁeld j. The plotted quantity is ∣ò j(R) (t ¢, x ¢) e iwt ¢- ikx ¢dx ¢dt ¢∣2 averaged over
30 simulations. The white lines show the analytical dependencies of the frequency of the linear excitations on their wavenumber
derived in the continuous limit. The dashed line corresponds to the mode without photonic component, the dispersions of the other
1
modes are shown by solid lines. The atoms are in the ground state SzR = SzL = - 2 , the number of atoms is 399, the length of the
system is 200 which means that the atom density is ρ=2. Panel (a) corresponds to zero magnetic ﬁeld Ω=0 and panel (b) to the
magnetic ﬁeld Ω=1. The dimensionless unit of frequency corresponds to 1 meV in physical units, the wavevector 7.6 mm−1
corresponds to 1 in dimensionless units.

medium back to the ground state imposes a condition (known as area theorem) on the are of the optical ﬁeld and
thus SIT solitons are often referenced as 2π solitons.

3. Effect of the transverse magnetic ﬁeld on the spectrum of linear excitations
In the present paper we focus on the effect of the magnetic ﬁeld Ω on the dynamics of the pulses in the two levels
media. All the approximations made, we then analyze the resulting equations. We ﬁrst start from the linear limit:
in this case we assume that all the atoms are in their ground state Sz(R, L) = -1 2. We then write down the
dispersion equation in the linear case:
⎛
W2 ⎞
2 ⎜w 2 ⎟(w - k) = rw.
⎝
4 ⎠

(21)

The dispersion relation is shown in ﬁgure 2. This dispersion is similar to the dispersion appearing because of
electromagnetically induced transparency [43, 44] and also allows to obtain slow light. It is seen that the
dispersion splits into three branches, and the central branch is characterized by low group velocity vanishing at
Ω=0. Thus the excitations belonging to this branch can be referred as slow light. The background is the
spectral representation of the evolution of the photonic ﬁeld obtained from direct numerical simulations. The
initial conditions for the numerical simulation was a low intensity noise and to make the background smooth we
did averaging over 30 simulations.
In the absence of the magnetic ﬁeld Ω=0 the intermediate branch shown by the dashed white line in panel
(a) corresponds to the oscillations of S-(L) - Sz(L) subsystem which is decoupled from both the photonic ﬁeld and
from the S-(R) - Sz(R) subsystem. This explains why this branch of the dispersion characteristic is absolutely ﬂat
and not visible in the spectral background obtained from the direct numerical simulations.
In the same time both the upper and the lower branches match well to the intense spectral patterns of the
background. The splitting between the upper and the lower dispersion branches is controlled by the density of
the atoms ρ (and in physical units, of course, by the coupling strength between the atoms and the photons). The
hybridization is signiﬁcant only in the vicinity of the resonance and so at large detuning from the resonance one
of the dispersion characteristics becomes close to the dispersion of free photons and the other dispersion branch
becomes a horizontal line corresponding to free oscillations of the spin of the atoms (the atoms do not interact
directly but through the photons).
Panel (b) illustrate the case with magnetic ﬁeld Ω=1. It is seen that because of the coupling to the opposite
spins and through it to the photonic subsystem the intermediate branch forms a ﬁnite though a narrow band .
The coupling to the photons makes the line visible on the spectrum calculated for the photonic component. The
4
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Figure 3. The evolution of the photonic component j of the pulse in the linear (a) and in the soliton regimes (b). Panels (c) and (d) show the
linear and nonlinear evolutions of the pulses in the reference frame tx˜ = x - vy - x 0j ) moving with the velocity equal to the velocity of
light in the ﬁber. The vertical dashed lines show where the centers of the pulses would be situated if the pulses propagated with the velocity
equal to the velocity of light in the ﬁber. The initial condition is taken in the form j (x , t = 0) = aj sech ((x - x 0j ) w0j ) exp (ikj x ). For
the linear case aj=0.02 and for the nonlinear aj=2. The other parameters are Ω=0, kj=2.5, w0j=1.5, x0j=−92, S-R = S-L = 0 ,
1
SzR = SzL = - 2 . The dimensionless unit length corresponds to 132 μm in physical units, the dimensionless unit of time—0.66 ps.

group velocity of the modes belonging to the intermediate branch can be efﬁciently controlled by the magnetic
ﬁeld and the regime of slow light can be achieved easily.
Now let us consider propagation of optical pulses in the systems in question. We start from the case of zero
magnetic ﬁeld Ω=0. In our numerical simulations we take the initial conditions in the form j (x , t = 0) =
aj sech ((x - x 0j ) w0j ) exp (ikj x ), where aj is the amplitude, kj is the wavevector, w0j is the width and x0j is
1
the initial position of the pulse. All atoms are initially in the ground states S-R = S-L = 0, SzR = SzL = - 2 .
The regime of the linear propagation is shown in panel (a) of ﬁgure 3. It is seen that the pulse splits in two
components and most of the energy goes to the quasi-photonic mode. It is also seen that because of the
interaction with two-level medium the pulses propagate slower than the light in the ﬁber. The pulse spreads
signiﬁcantly with the propagation and the dispersion makes the shape of the pulse to be asymmetric.
3.1. Nonlinear propagation of optical pulses
The dynamics of the intense pulses is very different. As one can see in panel (b) of ﬁgure 3 the spreading of the
intense pulse is suppressed and a solitary wave forms. The physical origin of the localization is that the front part
5
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Figure 4. The evolution of the spatial spectrum (a) and the spatio-temporal spectrum of the photonic component (b) are shown for the
case of magnetic ﬁeld Ω=1. The initial conditions are the same as in ﬁgure 3. The resonant Cherenkov radiation is marked as ‘Ch’.
Panels (c) and (d) illustrate the propagation in the presence of the spatially varying magnetic ﬁeld W = W0 + D sin (kx ), Ω0=1,
Δ=0.3 and κ=2. The additional observed resonances are marked as ‘1’ and ‘2.’ To make the resonant radiation spectral lines more
visible the initial pulse is taken with larger amplitude aj=2.5 and smaller width w0j=0.8. The dimensionless unit of time
corresponds to 0.66 ps in physical units, the wavevector 7.6 mm−1 corresponds to 1 in dimensionless units, the dimensionless
frequency unit is equivalent to 1 meV.

if the photonic pulse excites the spins but then rear part of the pulse absorbs the photonic excitation. There is the
intensity of the pulse when the rear part of the photonic pulse removes energy from the spin subsystem
completely. So the propagation of the pulse does not perturb the atom subsystem and the dispersion of the pulse
caused by the coupling of the atoms and the photons is suppressed. As it is discussed above this process is very
much similar to the formation of SIT solitons in TLSs. It should be mentioned here that weak dispersive waves
seen in ﬁgure 3 are the residual radiation that is left of the initial pulse after the formation of the soliton. Since the
initial distribution is not an exact soliton we see slow oscillations of the soliton and its overlap with the residual
radiation, panel (d) of ﬁgure 3. Let us note that the oscillations of the solitons can be important for example from
the point of view of radiation effects but they are out of the scope of the present paper and will be considered
elsewhere.
Now let us study the inﬂuence of the magnetic ﬁeld on the propagation of the solitary waves in the
considered systems. The interesting phenomenon observed in the presence of the magnetic ﬁeld is that a weak
but clearly visible radiation tail grows behind the solitary wave. In the spatial spectrum of the ﬁeld a narrow line
appears indicating that the radiation is resonant, see ﬁgure 4. Let us mention that the evolution of the soliton
spectrum takes place because the initial pulse is not an exact soliton solution and the localized modes get excited.
The observed radiation can be interpreted as Cherenkov radiation of an optical solitary wave coupled to
atomic system. In the optical context this effect was reported for the ﬁrst time back in 1986 [45], the theory of the
radiation then was developed in [46]. Similar effects were also found in different physical systems, for example in
superconducting systems [47–49] and in the arrays of optical micro-resonators [50].

6
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The radiation occurs when a spatial harmonic of the soliton has a velocity equal to phase velocity of the linear
eigenmode of the system. Since a solitary wave moves as a whole without changes of the shape, all spatial
harmonics of the soliton move with the velocity of the soliton. So the frequencies ω of the spatial harmonics of
the soliton are expressed through their wave vectors k as w = ws + vs (k - ks ) where ωs is the central frequency
of the soliton, vs is the soliton velocity and ks id the wavevector of the soliton. From this one can easily derive the
condition of the resonant emission of the dispersive wave by a solitary wave
w (kr ) = ws + vs (kr - ks) ,

(22)

where kr is the wavevector of the resonant dispersive wave.
As it is mentioned above all spatial harmonics of the soliton move with the same velocity and thus in ω−k
representation the spectral pattern of the soliton is a stripe along the line w = ws + Vs (k - ks ). Most of the
soliton energy is in the harmonics with k≈ks and that is why the soliton spectral pattern has maximum of
intensity at ks, which is clearly seen in the soliton spectral pattern shown ﬁgure 4(b).
The resonance condition (22) is satisﬁed if the soliton spectral pattern crosses the dispersion characteristic of
the linear excitations. As it is seen in panel (b) the crossing with the intermediate branch takes place and at this
crossing a narrow bright spot is seen. The position of this bright spot exactly coincide with the narrow spectral
line seen in panel (a). So we can interpret the appearance of new spectral line as resonant excitation of slow light
by propagating solitary wave. Let us remark that without the magnetic ﬁeld the modes belonging to the
intermediate branch do not interact with the solitary wave and so the radiation is absent. It is also worth
mentioning that the soliton spectral pattern can cross neither the low no upper branch of the dispersion
characteristic, so the resonant emission in these modes is impossible.
For sake of completeness we consider the case when the soliton propagate in a spatially periodic system. As
an example we study the case when the magnetic ﬁeld is a periodic function of the coordinate x. Then the
propagation of the soliton produces several resonant lines in the spectrum, see panel (c) of ﬁgure 4. This can be
understood as an analog of transitional radiation of soliton or Cherenkov radiation of Bloch waves [51]. To
describe the additional resonances the resonant condition (22) has to be modiﬁed as follows
w (kr ) = ws + vs (kr - ks + k · m) ,

(23)

2p

where k = L , L is the spatial period of the magnetic ﬁeld modulation and m is an integer. The resonance
condition (23) accounts for the fact that the spatial harmonics of the soliton mixes with mth harmonics of the
magnetic ﬁeld modulation and this component can be in the resonance with a linear wave.
Graphical solution of the resonant condition (23) is shown in panel (d) for m=[−1, 0, 1]. Apart from the
Cherenkov synchronism another four resonances are seen. The resonances marked as ‘1’ and ‘2’ are visible in the
spectra well. The frequencies of the other two resonances overlaps with the soliton spectrum and so cannot be
resolved in panel (c). However at close look at the spectrum shown in panel (d) the spectral maxima
corresponding to these resonances are visible exactly where they are predicted by the resonance condition. It is
interesting to note that in the presence of periodic modulation the waves belonging to the upper and the lower
dispersion branches can be resonantly excited by the propagating solitary wave.
It is shown that in the presence of the magnetic ﬁeld intense pulses can resonantly excite slow light. This
effect can potentially be used for writing and storing information in slow light pulses. Now we consider how this
information can be read. It can be done by the transformation of the slow light back into the propagating
photonic modes. Here we consider how resonant scattering of the slow light on optical solitary waves produces
new fast propagating pulses of low intensity.
3.2. Scattering of dispersive waves on SIT solitons
In order to study the scattering of linear waves on the solitons in the presence of the magnetic ﬁeld we take the
initial condition in the form of the intense pulse having only the photonic component and a pulse of low
intensity having only atomic component. The excited atomic component splits into two pulses belonging either
to the intermediate and the lower or to the intermediate and the upper branches of the dispersion characteristics
and thus having different frequencies. The excited photonic component produces a solitary wave and weak
residual radiation.
The formation and the propagation of the pulses are illustrated in panel (a) of ﬁgure 5. It is seen that the
intense pulse propagates without any visible spreading but the radiation appears behind the soliton. As it is
discussed above this is a resonant radiation of the soliton. The corresponding spectral line appears in the
spectrum of the photonic ﬁeld, see panel (b). At a certain moment the soliton collide with the slow pulses formed
from the seeded excitation of the atomic system. Approximately at the same time two new narrow lines marked
as ‘1’ and ‘2’ appear in the spectrum. These lines as well as the Cherenkov line are clearly visible in the spatial
spectrum calculated at t=180, see panel (c).
7
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Figure 5. The evolution of the photonic component j (a), the evolution of the spatial spectrum (b), the spatial spectrum at t=180 and
spatial-temporal spectrum illustrating joint propagation of intense and weak dispersive pulses. The spectral signatures of the seeded slow
light pulses are marked as ‘ssl’. The initial condition is taken in the form j (x , t = 0) = aj sech ((x - x 0j ) w0j ) exp (ikj x ) and SyR with
1

1
aj=2., kj=2.5, w0j=1.5, x0j=−92. The initial state of the atom subsystem is S-R = 0, SzR = - 2 , SzLj = - 2 + aA exp (-

d0 j 2
wA

( ) ),

1

S-L j = 4 - Sz(Rj ) 2 exp (ikA d 0 j ), where aA=0.075 is the amplitude of the initial excitation, wA=25 is its width, kA=2.5 is the
excitation wavevector and d0=0.5 is the distance between the atoms. The magnetic ﬁeld is Ω=1. The dimensionless unit of time
corresponds to 0.66 ps in physical units, the dimensionless unit of length corresponds to 132 μm, the wavevector 7.6 mm−1 corresponds
to 1 in dimensionless units, the dimensionless unit of frequency corresponds to 1 meV.

To understand the origin of the spectral lines marked as ‘1’ and ‘2’ it is necessary to consider a three wave
mixing process between the solitons and the dispersive waves [52]. A similar four wave mixing process is well
known in nonlinear optics and was studied both theoretically [53] and experimentally [54, 55]. It has been
shown that this process can be very efﬁcient from the point of view new frequency generation and that it plays an
important role in optical supercontinuum generation [56–58].
Here we sketch the derivation of the resonant scattering. The nonlinearity results in the mixing of the spatial
harmonics of the soliton with the seeded dispersive wave. Thus in the reference frame moving with the soliton
the driving force is a spatially localized function oscillating at the frequency equal to the detuning of the soliton
frequency from the frequency of the dispersive wave. After simple algebra one can show that the driving force is
in the resonance with an eigenmode of the medium if the following resonance condition is satisﬁed
w (kr ) = ws  (w (kdw ) + vs (kr - kdw ) - ws) ,

(24)

where kdw is the wavevector of the seeded dispersive wave.
Now let us discuss spectrum shown in panel (d) of ﬁgure 5. The atomic excitations with the wavevector kA
produces two envelopes of slow light with kdw≈kA. However these pulses belong to different branches of the
dispersion characteristic (in this example to the upper and the intermediate ones) and have different frequencies
ωdw. The spectral features corresponding to these envelopes are marked as ‘ssl’ (seeded slow light).
The graphic solution of (24) for sign + is shown in panel (d) over the spatial-temporal spectrum of the ﬁeld for
two pulses formed from the seeded pulse. The crossing of the dashed orange line with the dispersion characteristic
of the linear waves indicates the resonance. One can see that the resonance condition predicts the positions of the
8
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Figure 6. The evolution of the spatial spectrum (a) and spatial-temporal spectrum (b) illustrating joint propagation of intense and
weak dispersive pulses. The parameters and the initial conditions are the same as for ﬁgure 5 but the wavevector of the atomic
subsystem excitation has the opposite sign kA=−2.5. The dimensionless unit of time corresponds to 0.66 ps in physical units, the
wavevector 7.6 mm−1 corresponds to 1 in dimensionless units, the dimensionless frequency corresponds to 1 meV.

resonances ‘1’ and ‘2’ very well. It is worth mentioning here that the sign—in (24) give a second resonance but the
coupling of the driving force with this resonant mode is weak and so the resonant radiation is not seen.
In the example considered above the soliton nestles on the lower mode and the scattering goes either from
the intermediate mode to the lower one or vice versa. Changing the parameters of the seeded slow light
excitation it is possible to obtain the scattering between the intermediate and the upper modes.
Figure 6 illustrate the case when the seeded pulse splits into two envelopes belonging to the intermediate and
the upper mode. When the dispersive waves of the intermediate branch collide with the soliton the waves
belonging to the upper branch get excited. In its turn when the envelope of the dispersive waves belonging to the
upper branch collide with the soliton the scattering goes into the modes of the intermediate branch of the
dispersion characteristics.
So it is shown that solitary waves propagating in the considered system allows to generate new optical
frequencies and to provide inter modes switching of the dispersive waves.

4. Conclusions
We have studied the nonlinear dynamics of a chiral system comprising a one-dimensional array of TLSs in the
transverse magnetic ﬁeld coupled via common chiral photonic reservoir. We have shown, that the transverse
magnetic ﬁeld results in the emergence of the slow light branch in the photonic spectrum. Finally, the processes
of the stimulated excitation of slow light by solitons as well as excitation of dispersive waves via the scattering of
soliton on slow light mode have been modeled. This process constitutes the basis for the perspective realizations
of optical memory based on the chiral photonic systems.
We would also like to mention that the accounting for the ﬁber dispersion results in the additional terms in
equation (5) and this affects propagation of the optical pulses. However, ﬁrst, the ﬁber dispersion can be made
very small and so the results for dispersionless ﬁbers are of physical importance. Secondly, the dispersion and
Kerr nonlinearity do not necessarily destroy SIT solitons but can result in the formation of mixed SIT-NLS
solitons, [40–42]. Of course SIT-NLS solitons require a separate consideration but one can anticipate that the
resonant interaction between the solitons and the dispersive waves would remain qualitatively the same as for
pure SIT solitons.
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